
 

5th Annual Wisconsin Local Food Summit 
Thursday, January 13th 

Breakout Session II 

OBSTACLES  
SUMMARY 

INFRASTRUCTURE: AGGREGATION AND DISTRIBUTION 
Facilitator: Lindsay Day Farnsworth 

Obstacle #1: Lack of capital and public policy to finance or upgrade/restructure existing distribution operations 

Obstacle #2: Lack of coordination in anticipating supply and demand 

Obstacle #3:  Managing Price Fluctuations 

Recommendations  

A collaboration among buyers, growers, and distributors to plan pre-season and project product sales 

Have producers grow according to these projections. 

Invest in storage and processing capacity to accommodate excess produce 

Improve communication between parties with at least bi-weekly updates 

Large scale institutional buyer – large volume demand 

Central city neighborhoods – small stores, very different volume needed 

Producer side- aggregation (who should bear the $ risk?) 

Need to learn how to tap into existing system and understand how the stem works 

Processing an cold storage important part of supply chain – potential partners in community kitchens 
Partnering with haulers vs. investing in fleet 

Comments 
“How do you have enough local growers to provide great produce to stores on  a regular basis and how do you get the distribution so that it 

is reasonable for small towns to purchase local products without it costing a fortune?” (Topic 2010).   

Additional Obstacles 
 

Expense of packaging 
 

 Inconsistency between 
the stated demand and 
the actual demand for 
local product 

 

Disconnect between dis-
tribution business inter-
ests and farm-direct sales 

 

Lack of producer’s under-
standing of licensing re-
quirements 

 

Food Safety-GAP-
traceability, knowledge 

 

Year-round availability 
 

Aggregating a variety of 
value-added products 
(need for food hubs) ex. 
Auto salvage yards 

Recommendations  

Pre-season planning 

Projection of production volume and cost of production 

Improved pest-management knowledge and post-harvest handling 

Effect of climate change on what we can grow – how does this effect long term production planning (especially perennial crops) 

Calculating and incorporating the price of energy – esp. as it relates to distribution, and price of water 

Price difference between different producers – produce auction prices vs. farmers’ markets 

Distribution of risk and profit across supply chain in regard to farmer livelihoods 

Knowledge of true cost of production and distribution (environmental, social, economical – from worker health to internalizing all costs) 
Comments 

“Signs and packaging a crucial to product differentiation, but costly packaging is required for wholesale markets, while it is not required at 
farmer's markets. As a result, many smaller growers use generic packaging- not showcasing their social, ecological, and local produc-

tion” (Scaling-Up 2009).  

Recommendations  

Communicate different grant funds available for distributors and producers. 

Gather capital or labor through growers  

Create supply chain partnerships with distributors to reduce investment costs. 

Difficulty getting bank loans – need for tech assistance on both sides of lending to food entrepreneurs 

Need equipment for production and distribution to scale-up – access to shared equipment to buffer risk of scaling for individual 
(aggregation and distribution equipment) 

VT sustainable jobs fund – public/private funding sources 

Focus policy on local job development – raising profile of local food for job creation 

Narrow margins for local distributors  - costs are higher for these operations 
Comments 

We need “to identify and provide basic market research on  local foods regions that new business groups could tap into to develop feasibil-
ity studies and business plans for new business ideas around local food production, distribution and sale” (Topic 2010).  

 
 “There is a need for policies that would allow small-scale investors to direct some money toward local business ventures, while still protect-

ing these investors from excessive risk” (Topic 2010).  

Information gathered from:  
“Scaling Up: Meeting the Demand for Local Food.” CIAS & Agricultural Innovation Center. December 2009.  

“Topic Based Statewide Wisconsin Planning Survey.” WLFN. November 2010.  
“Wisconsin SARE Local Food Survey.” 2010 
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Stakeholders 
Farmers 

Institutions (schools, hospitals) 

Transportation industry 

Processors 

Storage/warehousing 

Banks and lenders 

Eaters 

Regulators 

Governments local and up 

Policy-makers 

Resources 
Existing infrastructure, such as Sysco 

Aggregation and marketing networks like Wisconsin 
Lamb 

Bar-coding technology to trace product to farm 

Co-op models: 5th season, producer & buyers co-op, 
rainbow farmer’s co-op 

Workers- on farms and in processing 

Economic development groups 

Colleges and universities (tech job training, research) 

Additional Recommenda-
tions 

 

Educate farmers and 
entrepreneurs on busi-
ness planning and loan 
applications 

 

Focus economic devel-
opment on indigenous 
business development 
such as local foods 
(rather than bringing in 
outside businesses) 

 

Scrap metal distribution 
model 

 

Find out what infrastruc-
ture exists and is under-
used 

 

Value chains to share 
risk and profits 

 

Document full costs of 
food production 

Educate bankers in ag & 
food business 
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Breakout Session II 

OBSTACLES  
SUMMARY 

INFRASTRUCTURE: PROCESSING 
Facilitator: Anne Pfeiffer 

Obstacle #1: Accessibility to meat and poultry processing centers 

Obstacle #2: Seasonality gap and winter months 

Obstacle #3: Mixed Vegetables and Seconds Processing 

Recommendations  
Increase processing centers with the ability to freeze and can product.  
Giving producers more information about what is available  through workshops/trainings 
Cooperatively owned and operated facilities 

 

Comments 
“Many would like to offer products year round by building more greenhouses. A more diverse winter product inven-
tory will foster stronger relationships with customers and supplement the coo-op's revenues. Local processing has 

also been explored as a way to close the seasonality gap while meeting institutions' requests for read-to-cook prod-
uct.”  

 
“Design of produce pre-cooling and storage facilities in a northern climate (including squash curing and storage, pre-

cooling and washing for mixed veg)” (Topic 2010).  

Additional Obstacles 
 

Increasing producer 
knowledge of available 
processing facilities and 
requirements 

 
Increasing producer 
knowledge of licensing 

Resources, Stakeholders, 
and Partners 

 
New DATCP Livestock 
and Meat Innovation 
Center 

 
Iowa/Leopold Work 

 
Local Dirt 

 
Ag Innovation Center 

Recommendations  
Cost and market analysis on seconds processing 
Pool farmer resources to develop seconds processing facilities 
Meat and vegetable: Need inventory of processing facilities—which facilities are willing to do co-packing, short 
runs, etc?  What are their minimum and maximum orders, what are their lead times, what products do their pro-
duce? 
Need more information sharing—both sales an opportunity to buy and sell (a craigslist for local food) as well as 
information and resources 

 -To what degree do existing sites like Local Dirt and Ag Innovation Center fulfill this need? 

Comments 
According to the Wisconsin Local Food Status Report,  43% of the participants did not know where to get data  on lo-

cal food processing facilities.  
 

What is the “feasibility of aggregating and processing seconds vegetables?”  
 

“There are lots of facilities in WI designed for potatoes, but not for mixed vegetables” (Topic 2010).  

Recommendations 
Removal/reduction of barriers that make it cost-prohibitive to operate  small processors and legally prohibitive to 
distribute out of state without being federally inspected  
Meat processors and farmers don’t know how to work together effectively 

 -DATCP may be offering some workshops on this topic through the new Livestock and Meat Information Cen-
ter 

Iowa/Leopold work has found that flow analysis within meat processing plants has driven significant improve-
ments in efficiencies and profitability; can we manage the infrastructure we have better before building new? 

 -Learn more about Iowa’s work in this area—can we replicate their model?  At what cost?  Are there implica-
tions for non-meat processing? 

Regulations limit on-farm processing to >1000 birds.  Can this regulation be changed? 
 -Is there significant demand from farmers who want to process more than 1000 birds on farm? 
 -Policy/advocacy work to push for rule change 

Comments 
“Decreasing regulation while not compromising consumer safety” (Topic 2010).  

 
When asked, “In the state/county where you work, do you have or know where to find data on processing facilities 
available for conventional local food processing facilities?” 42%, 45%, and 43% said no for beef, pork, and poultry, 
respectively. Replacing “conventional” with “organic,” in the same question, 50%, 50%, and 54% said no for beef, 

pork, and poultry, respectively (SARE 2010).  

Information gathered from:  
“Scaling Up: Meeting the Demand for Local Food.” CIAS & Agricultural Innovation Center. December 2009.  

“Topic Based Statewide Wisconsin Planning Survey.” WLFN. November 2010.  
“Wisconsin SARE Local Food Survey.” 2010.  
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Breakout Session II 

OBSTACLES  
SUMMARY 

MARKET DEVELOPMENT: DIRECT 
(Farmers Market, CSAs, Roadside Stands) 

Facilitator: Erin Schneider 

Obstacle #1: Seasonality of markets and produce 

Obstacle #2: Lack of markets in rural areas/Difficult to get into urban markets 

Obstacle #3: Scaling up with CSAs in number and size  

Recommendations  
Expand communication capabilities in rural areas 
Provide and publicize resources such as workshops available to develop these skills 
Expand and publicize list of available marketing consultants 
UW-Extension– help to educate consumer 
Expand vendor product offerings 
Non-produce items 
Events– cooking demonstrations, food preservation education 

Comments 
To increase markets in rural areas we need to “inform and educate the local community  and county boards 

about sustainable small scale agriculture as a part of every day life” (Topic 2010).  

 

Additional Obstacles 
 

Problem of transporting 
produce to the farmer’s 
market 
 
Over-regulation of local 
foods, under-regulation of 
USDA, Monsanto 
 
Need more transparency in 
all food products 
 
Green-washing by corpora-
tions 
 

Need separate topic/
working group for beef 
producers 

Resources/Stakeholders/
Partners 

 
WIC program 

 
Public Health Nurses 

 
Farm Fresh Atlas/
Foodsheds 

 
School lunch programs 

 
Hospital cafeterias 

 
Nursing homes 

 
Elected officials/policy 
makers 

 
PTA 

 
Faith communities 

 
Community-based organi-
zations 

 
Farmers  

 
Local economic develop-
ment teams 

 
Extension offices 

 
4H clubs/FFA 

Recommendations  
Encourage local units of government to appreciate the benefits of CSAs 
More recipes, simple 
Explore model for cost—small growers to access data 
Work with faith communities in rural areas 

Payment plans – local currencies – use of WIC vouchers/quest card 

Expand use and change policies for farmers – WIC accessibility 

Public meetings – CSA open houses – grower exchange 

Nourish model – farm/farmer/chef/customer connections 

Comments 
“We need professional training for farmers market managers” (Topic 2010). 

 
We need “to identify and provide basic market research on  local foods regions that new business groups could 
tap into to develop feasibility studies and business plans for new business ideas around local food production, 

distribution and sale” (SARE 2009).  

Recommendations  
Find facilities that will host year-round markets 
Build and finance buildings that can handle year-round markets 
Extend growing season through greenhouses and high tunnels 
Consumer education about seasonal product availability to change eating habits 
Staffing for farmers’ market 
Green cart-small 

Comments 
Alsum Produce, a marketing and distribution company out of Friesland, cited seasonality as a significant bar-

rier to the expansion of local food markets (Scaling Up 2009 

Information gathered from:  
“Scaling Up: Meeting the Demand for Local Food.” CIAS & Agricultural Innovation Center. December 2009.  

“Topic Based Statewide Wisconsin Planning Survey.” WLFN. November 2010.  
“Wisconsin SARE Local Food Survey.” 2010.  
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Additional Recommendations 
Enhance Farm Fresh Atlas 
Create a statewide searchable database 
Provide more networking opportunities 
Connect farmers with small food businesses 
Brokerage services (ex. Local Dirt) 
Community events—table marketing 

Community volunteers for gleaning at farmer’s mar-
kets for pantries 

Provide infrastructure for community participation 
across all stakeholder groups in local foods 

Make markets a “destination” to increase vibrancy/
culture 
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Thursday, January 13th 

Breakout Session II 

OBSTACLES  
SUMMARY 

MARKET DEVELOPMENT:WHOLESALE (Wholesale, Restau-
rant, Institutional, Farm to School, Hospitals, etc.) 

Facilitator: Martha Davis Kipcak 

Obstacle #1: Cost and time of developing specialized packaging for smaller growers 

Obstacle #2: Buyer and producer unfamiliarity with wholesale market 

Obstacle #3: Need for Education in farm to school markets 

Additional Obstacles 
Government regulations- school 
food policies 

 
Delivery system – lack of infra-
structure 

 
Marketing know how 

 
Certifications – all levels 

 
Logistics management – one 
stop shop – recreating Sysco’s 
system 

 
Technical assistance – compli-
cated permitting system 

 
Scaling issues 

Resources, Stakeholders, Part-
ners 

 
Neesvig’s – Madison, WI  and 
Iowa 

 
5th Season C-op – 7 rivers region 

 
Small business development 
centers – all 4 year campuses, 3 
specialty research centers 

 
Local dirt 

 
THRIVE- Madison 

 
Regional planning commissions 

Recommendations 

Training kitchen staff and kitchen facilities to handle fresh product 

Simplifying the process of getting started  

No go-to for information 

Restricted to Ag bankers 

Ag investors needed 
Comments 

“Grocery store buyers are accustomed to relatively stable prices and plan their produce budgets 

accordingly. Significant price fluctuations at the auction can make it difficult to attract and re-

tain wholesale buyers” (Scaling Up 2009).” 

Recommendations  
Provide assistance/training/educational materials to cover the following topic areas: 

   - Logistics 
   - Packaging 
   - Delivery 
   - Storage 
   - Transportation 
   - Marketing/Sales 

 
Comments 

“Signs and packaging are crucial to product differentiation, but costly packaging is required for 
wholesale markets, while it is not required at farmer's markets. As a result, many smaller growers 
use generic packaging- not showcasing their social, ecological, and local production” (Scaling Up 

2009). 

Recommendations  
Conferences that facilitate communication between parties 
Tool-kit 
State and interstate– Chicago & Minneapolis 

 
Comments 

“Suppliers have a range of backgrounds and varying degrees of knowledge about pricing, growing, 
packaging, and post-harvest handling for a wholesale market. Have to work hard with all of them 

so they are aware of industry requirements.”  
 

“We need to have  the grower understand the obstacles of the marketer understand the obstacles 
of the consumer etc., and visa -versa.” 

 
“How can we enable greater local purchasing from institutional food purveyors (hospitals, schools, 

etc.)- get beyond the few case studies to encourage widespread adoption of best prac-
tices?” (Topic 2010).  

Information gathered from: 
“Scaling Up: Meeting the Demand for Local Food.” CIAS & Agricultural Innovation Center. December 2009. 

“Topic Based Statewide Wisconsin Planning Survey.” WLFN. November 2010. 
“Wisconsin SARE Local Food Survey.” 2010. 
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Additional Recommendations 
 

List of distributors 
 

Simplifying permitting systems – 
provide assistance 

 
Statewide working groups 

 
Networking from producers and 
from buyers 

 
Priority from regional economic 
development groups 

 
Ag (small/med) needs to be at 
the table for economic develop-
ment 

 
Info to wiki page 
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Breakout Session II 

OBSTACLES  
SUMMARY 

PRODUCER: PRODUCTION ASSISTANCE 
Facilitator: Bridget Holcomb 

Obstacle #2: Cost-prohibitive food safety policies and handling certifications 

Obstacle #3: Post-harvest Handling 

Recommendations  
Practical Food Safety Workshops 
Government holding public meetings to gain producer insight 
Create a certification process that is less expensive and time consuming  
Easier certification 
Political Movement 
Cooperation: Share as much information as possible  
Centralize facilities that need to be certified 

Comments 
“Food safety policies aren't proven to increase safety, and are unnecessary, due to transparent growing contexts.” 

 
“How can small vegetable producers meet increasing demands of the produce industry for food safety audits at a reason-

able cost to the producer?” 
 

“We need to make sure food safety laws are based on research, and that they don't have unintended negative conse-
quences.” 

Additional Obsta-
cles 

 
 Seasonality 

 
Creating frozen 
product 

 
Showing de-
mand with data 

 
General educa-
tion 

 
supportive net-
works 

 
$$$ 

 
access to land 

 
cooperative mid-
dle men market-
ing 

 
education in 
business plan-
ning 

 
Mentoring 

 

Resources, Stake-
holders, and Part-

ners 
 

Equipment deal-
ers for smaller 
scales 

 
Gearheads! 

 
UW– Extension 
outreach to 
smaller or diversi-
fied farmers 

 
^need to show 
demand (with 
data) 

 
Land grant uni-
versity research 

Recommendations  
Post-harvest handling workshops 
Farmer tool-kits 
Combine with food safety workshops 

Comments 
“Because Amish farmers do not use electricity, produce volumes are generally limited to whatever can be harvested im-
mediately before the auction. The growers' rejection of technologies such as electric coolers and some motorized equip-

ment can make them more vulnerable to weather conditions, plant diseases, and other external factors”  
 

We need “producer education in post harvest handling, especially for the Hmong” (Topic 2010).  

Recommendations 
Accessible examples of successful operations  
Access to publications of new technology and research 
Incentives for employees and staff  
Recruit more qualified labor force 

 
Comments 

“WI doesn’t have a porous board for seasonal labor” (WI LFS 2011) 
 

“Producers need to understand current needs, and projection of needs 1,3,5 and 10 years out.  Research on producers 
that have successfully diversified their operations, how they did it.” 

Obstacle (Opportunity!)  #1: Management, especially of equipment and labor 

Season Extension  
Networking with bigger farms 
Competition vs. Cooperation 

Grading and packing: specific to your market 

Freshness, and water quality 

Obstacle #3: Accessible, understandable, timely education 

Recommendations  
Mentoring, and recognizing the costs of mentoring 
Pool mentors in various areas of expertise 
Apprenticeships before starting own operation 

Comments 
This can be overwhelming and a challenge to reach Hmong and Amish. (WI LFS 2011) 

Information gathered from: 
“Scaling Up: Meeting the Demand for Local Food.” CIAS & Agricultural Innovation Center. December 2009. 

“Topic Based Statewide Wisconsin Planning Survey.” WLFN. November 2010. 
“Wisconsin SARE Local Food Survey.” 2010. 
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Breakout Session II 

OBSTACLES  
SUMMARY 

PRODUCER DEVELOPMENT: BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT/ 
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

Facilitator: Teresa Engel 

Obstacle #1: Need for business development knowledge (cost of production and planning) 

Obstacle #2: Accessing and finding capital  

Obstacle #3: Cost and Clarity of regulation (license, certification, etc.) 

Recommendations  
Short term grants until financially self-sustaining 
Raise capital through investor pools and producer cooperatives 
Policies that facilitate zoning and economic development incentives 
Knowing how to navigate finding capitol: IDA Development, Cooperative Developments, Debt forgiveness 
for social change, linking venture capitalist, 
Get rid of direct payments—they drive up land prices.  
Resources associated with recommendations: CAP Services and SBA/Beginner Farmer 

 

Comments 
When asked to rank nine pre-determined challenges to local food systems in the state of Wisconsin, 41% 

ranked capital as either the first or second greatest challenge (SARE 2010).  
 

“Enterprises with access to funding and/or in-kind resources for infrastructure, professional marketing, and 
other services have clear advantages in the marketplace” (Scaling Up 2009).  

Additional Recommendations 
Providing on-going support 
Networking (cooperative purchasing) 
Continue to use the language “producer” instead of “farmer” or provide consistency, at least 

Resources, Stakeholders, and 
Partners 

Wisconsin Entrepreneurs Net-
work (WEN) 
Social Networks in Communi-
ties (pre-development) 
Service Corps Of Retired Ex-
ecutives (SCORE) 
Loan Forgiveness for teachers/
health providers (model) 
Venture capitalist 
Slow Money, WI 
Small Business Administration 
(SBA) 
Local Banks/Credit Unions 
USDA – FSA – Beginning 
Farmer 
Chamber of Commerce 
UW Colleges 
DATCP 
Workshops 
UW-Extension EAM team 

Community Action Agencies 

(CAPs) 

Wisconsin Women’s Business 

Initiative Corporation (WWBIC) 

Farmers Union 

UW Center for Cooperatives 
Rural Development 
Technical Colleges – example:  
Venture Center (at FVTC in 
Appleton, WI) 
Producers First 
Small Business Development 

Center (SBDC) – IEC 

Recommendations  
Clarify policies important to producers, and decrease the cost of implementation through cost-
reduction policy initiatives 

 
Comments 

 Although many felt that regulation is a major barrier, the SARE survey reported that more than half of the 
respondents were unaware that some state or local policy supports local agriculture development (2010). 

 
“Licensing itself is not an obstacle, understanding it from the producer level may be difficult.” 

 
“Decreasing regulation while not compromising consumer safety” (Topic 2010). 

Recommendations 
Develop an integrated inventory and cost-analysis system 
Create cost-of-production workshops that are intensive and focused 
Create workbooks for growers to develop accounting and tracking skills 
Increase knowledge of cash flow management and financial literacy 
Understand which products work for your farm 
Understand how to be responsive to changes in the market 
Join professional business organization (Chamber) to share resources and network 

Comments 
“Small and mid-scale growers often have difficulty tracking their labor and input costs, especially when grow-
ing a variety of specialty crops. Need cost-of-production workshops and a workbook for growers that include 

production tracking forms and accounting formulas.” 
 

“There is a huge need for solid business planning” (Topic 2010).  

Additional Obstacles 
Need for more information 

on market demand 

Management and staffing 

Understanding technical 

knowledge of your market 

Sharing of information vs. 

privacy – (Great models of 

success in the local foods 

world, but difficult to share 

the info that is sensitive to 

business) 

Organization and opportuni-

ties in relation to networking 

Marketing skills 

Obstacles (language, license, 

etc.) to under-served popula-

tions 

Understanding the definition 

of “farmer” 

Two worlds of colliding – ex-

ample:  banking – local food 

Information gathered from:  
“Scaling Up: Meeting the Demand for Local Food.” CIAS & Agricultural Innovation Center. December 2009.  

“Topic Based Statewide Wisconsin Planning Survey.” WLFN. November 2010.  
“Wisconsin SARE Local Food Survey.” 2010.  
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